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Summary

The Department of Energy (DOE) and the NASA Glenn

Research Center are developing a Stirring converter for an

advanced radioisotope power system to provide spacecraft

onboard electric power for NASA deep space missions. This

high-efficiency converter is being evaluated as an alternative to

replace the much lower efficiency radioisotope thermoelectric

generator (RTG). The current power requirement (6 years after

beginning of mission (BOM) for a mission to Jupiter) is 210 We
(watts electric) to be generated by two separate power systems,

one on each side of the spacecraft. Both two-converter and four-

converter system designs are being considered, depending on

the amount of required redundancy.

The Stirring converter cycle reject heat is transferred to space

via a lightweight radiator. The design and performance of the

radiator have a significant impact on the performance and

overall mass of the power system. Also, radiator reliability is

important for achieving high overall system reliability. In the

study reported herein, NASA Glenn evaluated a number of

different radiator concepts. Two different ways of transporting

heat to the radiator fins were considered: heat pipes and simple

thermal conduction through solid material having high ther-

mal conductivity. The heat-pipe concepts are subdivided into

optimal and fixed heat-pipe locations. The heat-pipe radiators

are in the plane of the converter axes of symmetry, whereas the

no-heat-pipe radiators are perpendicular to the plane of the

converter axes. Four types of material were considered for the

radiator fins: aluminum (AI), beryllium (Be), carbon composite

(C-C), and thermal pyrolytic graphite (TPG). The TPG must be

encapsulated in another material for strength; TPG encapsulants

considered in the study were aluminum, beryllium, and carbon

composite.

These conceptual radiator evaluations were done with

GPHRAD (general purpose heat (source power system) radia-

tor), a dedicated radiator analysis tool recently developed at

NASA Glenn. It is a finite-difference computational code

developed for the analysis and design of circular sector radia-

tors for radioisotope Stirling space power systems. The code

includes a novel subroutine (TSCALC) to determine equilib-

rium space sink temperatures anywhere in the Solar System

and is based, in part, on the radiator surface characteristics.

For a nominal 105-W e power system, total radiator masses
were as low as 1.75 kg for no-heat-pipe disk radiator designs

and as low as 2.17 kg for heat-pipe designs. As the design

layouts went from the more complex (heat-pipe radiators with

heat pipes requiring a number of bends) to the simpler (simple

disks and no heat pipes), the benefits of using radiator fins made

of highly conductive TPG increased. However, designs with

aluminum, beryllium, and carbon composites were also attrac-

tive in terms of mass and thermal performance for each poten-
tial layout. It should be noted that aluminum is a common

radiator material, beryllium is a material that requires careful

processing to avoid inhalation of beryllium dust, and carbon

composites are just beginning to be used for space radiators. In

contrast, TPG needs substantial development before it can be

ready for this type of application.

The better no-heat-pipe radiators are lighter and have outer

radii that are two-thirds as large as the better heat-pipe designs.

However, the best no-heat-pipe designs (based on low mass

and good thermal performance) require the use of TPG fins.

The no-heat-pipe concept requires that the power system be

mounted farther from the spacecraft to maximize the radiator

view to space. For scoping purposes, a view factor of 1.5 was

used for both the heat-pipe and no-heat-pipe evaluations. For

final spacecraft layout, both radiator concepts will need to be

iteratively evaluated on the basis of view factors determined by

ray-tracing techniques. Ground-based vibration tests should

reveal whether the disk radiators may also need to be connected

by tie-rods at different circumferential locations to minimize
resonance with launch vibrations.

Introduction

The Department of Energy (DOE) and the NASA Glenn

Research Center are developing a Stirring converter for an

advanced radioisotope power system to provide spacecraft
onboard electric power for NASA deep space missions. This

high-efficiency converter is being evaluated as an alternative to

NASA/TP--2000-209676 1
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Figure 1 .---Orbital Sciences Corporation system concept (ref. 4).

replace the much lower efficiency radioisotope thermoelectric

generator (RTG). With the efficiency of the Stirhng power

system exceeding 20 percent, this alternative will reduce the

necessary isotope inventory by a factor of at least 3 compared

with RTG's. Stifling is the most developed converter option of

the advanced power concepts under consideration (refs. 1
and 2).

Orbital Sciences Corporation (OSC) has developed concep-

tual designs and completed system studies for the Stirling

power system (refs. 3 and 4). A sketch of one Stifling four-
converter concept is shown in figure 1 (most cases studied here

were two-converter systems). The power system utilizes radio-

isotope general purpose heat source (GPHS) modules and

opposed pairs of free-piston Stirling converters. The low-grade
nonconvertible heat is rejected to space via a lightweight

radiator using copper (Cu) water heat pipes and carbon-carbon

(C-C) panels in a circular sector configuration. The current

system power requirement (6 years after beginning of mission

(BOM) for a mission to Jupiter) is 210 W e to be generated by
two separate systems, one on each side of the spacecraft. Both

two-converter and four-converter system designs are being

considered, depending on the amount of required redundancy.

The department of energy is developing the prototype Stirling

converter under contract with Stifling Technology Company

(STC) of Kennewick, WA (refs. 5 and 6). Two 55-W e convert-
ers are now being tested at STC in a dynamically balanced

opposed arrangement. The prototype converter is shown in

figure 2. The design of the 55-W e Sdrling prototype is based on
previous successful STC development efforts, particularly

those for the 10-W e radioisotope terrestrial converter (RG-10)

and the 350-W e RG-350 aimed at commercial cogeneration
and remote power applications (ref. 7). NASA Glenn is provid-

ing technical consultation for this effort under an interagency

agreement with DOE.

The design and performance of lightweight space radiators

has a significant impact on the performance and overall mass of

the power system as a whole. In previous work, lightweight,

high-thermal-conductivity C-C radiator panels were fabricated

Figure 2.m55-We prototype converter.

in small-scale laboratory heat-pipe test articles for Glenn for the

SP-100 program (refs. 8 to 10). In the study reported herein,

Glenn evaluated high-thermal-conductivity carbon and graph-

ite heat-pipe and no-heat-pipe radiator concepts. Comparisons

were made to radiators using aluminum and beryllium panels.
This evaluation was done with a dedicated radiator analysis tool

(GPHRAD, General Purpose Heat (Source Power System)

Radiator), recently developed at Glenn. The study results are

presented in the body of the report and a brief discussion of the

code capabilities and options is given in appendix A.

Radiator Requirements

The radiator requirements for a Stirling radioisotope deep

space mission were taken as follows for the purpose of conduct-

ing this study:

1. The radiator will be either directly coupled to the Stifling

converter or coupled through a heat transport system, such as a

heat pipe.

2. The cold-end temperature of the converter will be selected

to maximize specific power of the system and is expected to be

in the range of 373 to 423 K. The DOE/STC 55-W e proto-
type converter was designed for a cold-end temperature of
393 K.

3. The radiator will be designed to reject the necessary heat

over the entire mission profile from Earth to the deep space

destination (e.g., Pluto or Jupiter) and maintain the converter

cold-end temperature at its selected design value or lower. The

current system concept assumes two power systems, one on

each side of the spacecraft; each power system is required to

produce 105 W e 6 years after BOM for a Jupiter mission. Each
power system is now expected to have two Stirling converters

(unlike the four-converter OSC concept shown in figure 1) and

to use two GPHS modules. The BOM heat input for each power

system is assumed to be 486 Wt (watts thermal), 243 Wt per
GPHS module. The nominal cycle reject heat for each power
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system is 371 Wt at BOM and 354 Wt after 6 years for a
Stirling converter with a 393 K cold-end temperature.

4. The radiator lifetime will be at least 15 years (based on a
Pluto mission).

5. For each radiator concept, the goal will be to maximize

system specific power (i.e., system power per unit system mass).

Description of Conceptual Radiator
Design Study

The radiator computer code used in this study is described in

appendixes A and B and was used to study both heat-pipe and

no-heat-pipe disk radiator concepts for a Stirling radioisotope

power system. The heat-pipe disk radiator concept was similar

to the OSC system concept shown in figure 1. However, based

on a more recent system layout, a two-converter concept was

the primary focus of the study instead of the four-converter

concept shown in figure 1. With the two-converter concept, two

180 ° circular sector radiator panels were used instead of the

four 90 ° panels shown with the four converters in figure 1.

Several four-converter, four-radiator-panel designs were ana-

lyzed. However, so that masses and radii could be directly

compared with corresponding two-converter, two-panel

designs, these comparisons are reported below.

The heat-pipe radiator concept studied was very similar to

that seen in the exploded view of a radiator quadrant used in the

OSC system concept (shown in fig. 3 with permission from

OSC). Glenn did make four-converter projections to compare

with OSC's to determine the level of agreement. This compari-

son did result in reasonable agreement but not all inputs could

be matched to get a direct comparison (those comparisons are

not reported here). Some of the input values for the present

study were taken directly from OSC results. These values

included the temperature drop that was assumed from the

converter cold end through the heat pipe to the radiator fin root

temperature and the mass of the copper saddles that were used

to attach the heat pipe to the converter. However, there were

differences in assumptions. For example, the sink temperature

was calculated based on assumed coating properties and the

view factor to space. Also, different values of thermal conduc-

tivity in the plane of the fin were assumed in this study for the

carbon-carbon material. Finally, heat-pipe dimensions and

geometry were different from those used by OSC.

Initial calculations were based on a circular 1-cm heat pipe,

which was somewhat larger than that used by OSC. However,

after conversations with Thermacore (a heat-pipe manufac-

turer), it was concluded that a larger 2-cm heat pipe was a safer

choice for the design conditions and geometry being used. A

square 2-cm heat pipe was chosen to provide less thermal

resistance between the heat pipe and the fin surface than could

be achieved with a circular heat pipe.
Fin materials used for the heat-pipe radiator concepts were

pure aluminum (AI), carbon-carbon, beryllium (Be), and

composites of each of these materials with thermal pyrolitic

graphite (TPG) (ref. 11). Even though C-C is a composite itself.

throughout the rest of this report, reference will be made to

"pure" C-C to distinguish it from the composite of C-C and

TPG. The TPG has excellent conductivity of 1700 W/m-K

in two orthogonal directions but has only approximately

25 W/m-K in the third orthogonal direction. For radiator and

electrical circuit board applications of TPG, the two high-

conductivity orthogonal directions are typically in the plane of

the radiator fin or the circuit board; the low-conductivity

direction is typically perpendicular to the plane of the fin or

board. Because TPG has little strength by itself, a thin layer of

A1, C-C, or Be was used to encapsulate it. For all the TPG

radiator studies carried out here, the thickness of the encapsu-
lant was assumed to be about 0.5 mm. There was also assumed

a TPG thickness below which fabrication would be difficult,

about 0.7 nun, which corresponds to a 0.40 volume fraction of

TPG based on about 0.5 mm of encapsulant. Therefore, the

minimum thickness of TPG composite fin reported in this study
was about 1.7 mm.

C-C skin

Face sheet (AI)

Saddle (Cu).,

Heat pipe
(Cu/H20 )

Honeycomb

Face sheet (AI)

C-C skin --_

Figure 3.--Exploded view of radiator quadrant used in
Orbital Sciences Corporation system concept (ref. 2).
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Aslongasthel-cmheatpipewasunderconsideration,it
appearedthatbyusinga slightly"squashed"heatpipe(an
ellipticalcrosssection),theremightbeabenefitin usinga
tapereddesignsuchasthatshowninfigure4(withheatpipe
embeddedinsolidmaterial).However,whentheheat-pipesize
wasincreasedto2cm,embeddingtheheatpipeintheTPG,
evenwithtapering,resultedinadesignthatwastoomassive.
Hence,withthechosenheat-pipesize,embeddingtheheatpipe
in solid fin material was not a satisfactory solution. Therefore,

only a double flat fin design was appropriate for the heat-

pipe study, and the concept used was similar to that shown in
figure 3. A 2-cm square heat pipe was embedded in

2-cm-thick aluminum honeycomb (assumed density of

0.128 g/cm3). The honeycomb and heat pipe were then sand-

wiched between two fins (of either pure material or TPG

composite). The primary difference between this concept and
that shown in figure 3 is that no face sheet was used between the

honeycomb with an embedded heat pipe and the radiator fins.
For A1, or TPG encapsulated in A1, no face sheet was needed.

For A1 honeycomb used in contact with other types of fin

materials, there could be problems associated with joining and

with differences in the coefficients of thermal expansion. In any

case, to carry such a design beyond the conceptual stage, ther-

mal stress analyses will be required to understand potential

problems due to a CTE (coefficient of thermal expansion)

mismatch of the Inconel 718 converter housing, the radiator

fin material, and the copper heat pipes and saddles. Such

problems would occur during startup and changes between

operating conditions.

For most of the heat-pipe designs, the radial heat-pipe

location was optimized to produce equal heat rejection from the
areas of the radiator fin located inward and outward of the

radial heat-pipe location. For relatively low fin thermal con-

ductivity, such as that for the pure materials, this optimization

significantly reduced the mass and radius of the radiator panels.

Optimization had less impact on the higher conductivity TPG

composites. Some runs with the heat-pipe location fixed at the

Heat-pipe
optimum radial

position --,.

,'\\
j IS

I _J

s S \

Figure 4.reHeat pipe embedded in TPG inside
tapered fin.

Stirring cold-end radial location of 14 cm were made for

comparison and are reported in the Results and Discussion

section. For the optimized designs, there must be bends in the

heat pipe as it turns radially outward from the location of the

Stirring cold-end heat exchanger and then bends back to its

desired direction at the optimized radial location for the

heat pipe. The mass of the heat pipe between these bends was

neglected in this study.

A conceptual design study was also conducted on no-heat-

pipe radiators for the same Stirring radioisotope deep space

mission. The no-heat-pipe study was based on the concept

shown in figure 5, in which the inner surface of a single 360 °

circular radiator fin is in contact with the outer cylindrical

surface of the Stirring converter cold end; the radius of this

surface is 2.4 cm. Therefore, the plane of the fin is disk shaped

with a circular cutout for the converter. This concept could

eliminate heat-pipe reliability concerns and significantly reduce

the temperature drop from the converter cold end to the radiator

fin root. For the heat-pipe radiator study, this temperature drop
was assumed to be 15 K based on OSC's calculated results. For

the no-beat-pipe study, it is estimated that the temperature drop
across the contact surface between the converter cold end and

the radiator should be no larger than 1 or 2 K; the reference

temperature drop was assumed to be 2 K.

A more careful study will be needed to determine thc overall

relative impact of the two concepts (heat pipe and no-heat pipe)

on system reliability. For example, the two concepts might have
different sensitivities to structural vibrations and thermal

stresses.

For the no-heat-pipe designs, fiat and tapered surfaces were

considered for the TPG composites and the C-C fins. Flat,

tapered, and parabolic surfaces were considered for the pure
metal (A1 and Be) fins. The largest fin root thickness considered

for the no-heat-pipe designs was 1 cm. The Stifling cold-end

cylindrical surface is about 2 cm long. The GLIMPS (Globally

Implicit Sterling) code was used to check the sensitivity of
converter performance in maintaining the converter cold-end

GPHS __
module --_\ _._ ____._.:.

Stiding -_ _.....

converters ?,!.... i
_-. -.. !

" _ _'z- Radiators
Radi ators

Figure 5._No-heat-pipe radiator design concept.
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temperatureonlyinthemiddlethirdofthe2-cmlengthofthe
cold-endcylindricalsurface.TheseGLIMPSsimulationsindi-
catedthatconverterperformancewasnotsignificantlyaffected
by10Kincreasesinthecold-endwalltemperatureoneachside
of themiddlethirdof thecold-endsurface.In anycase,the
designofacollartobeusedastheinterfacebetweentheStirring
coldendandthebaseof theno-heat-piperadiatorfin was
roughedoutto covertheentire2-cmlengthof thecold-end
surface.Thesecalculationsindicatedthatacollarweighingon
theorderof0.1kgwouldprobablybeadequate;thismasswas
includedinthetotalmassoftheno-heat-pipedesigns.

TheprimaryradiatorsurfacecoatingusedwasZ-93,an
inorganicpaintthathashighemissivityandlowabsorptivity.It
iscomposedofzincoxidepigmentwithapotassiumsilicate
binderandhasbeenusedonvariousprojectsandiscurrently
beingusedtocoatA1 radiator panels for the International Space
Station.

Results and Discussion

The study results are reported in the approximate chrono-

logical order in which the study was done. Therefore, the

reference case was the starting point. The Results and Discus-

sion presents a comparison of the least-mass heat-pipe and no-

heat-pipe radiator designs and is discussed in detail in the

subsection Comparison of Heat-Pipe and No-Heat-Pipe

Results. Table I also summarizes the results of the comparison.

Heat-Pipe Radiator Results

Aluminum/TPG reference case.--Aluminum/TPG radia-

tors were analyzed for various volume fractions of TPG. The A1

encapsulant was assumed to be 0.5-nun thick on each side of the
TPG. The volume fraction of TPG was then assumed to be the

TPG thickness divided by the total AI plus the TPG thickness.

The contribution of the encapsulant at the inner and outer edges

of the radiator fins was neglected in calculating the volume

fraction; accounting for the encapsulant at the edges would

slightly reduce the TPG volume fraction. The 2-cm square heat

pipe was embedded in aluminum honeycomb. The heat pipe

and honeycomb were sandwiched between two A1/TPG fins.

This composite structure formed the circular sector AI/TPG

heat-pipe radiator panels.

Reference sink temperature calculations using the TSCALC

code were based on a Z-93 radiator surface coating with

absorptivity (t divided by emissivity e, (tx/e = 0.18 and e = 0.92);

the view factor to space F is 1.5; the insolation angle is _+30°;

and the distance from the Sun is 0.9 astronomical units (AU).

The corresponding reference sink temperature was 205.8 K.

A view factor of I denotes that the equivalent of one side of the

two-sided radiator is completely blocked from radiation and

absorption and the equivalent of only one side has a completely

unobstructed view of space. A view factor of 2 denotes that both

sides of the radiator panel have an unobstructed view of space.

The reference radiator fin root temperature was assumed to

equal a converter cold-end temperature of 393 K minus a 15 K

temperature drop for the heat pipe and copper saddle, or 378 K.

The reference heat rejection of 371 W t corresponded to a

system with two Stirling converters producing 115 We at the

beginning of the mission near Earth (0.9 AU). The 371 W t
includes all thermal energy not converted to dc electric output,

including the GPHS losses. The inner radius of the radiator

panel was at 5 cm from the origin of the panel coordinates. The

heat-pipe radial location was optimized to produce equal heat

rejection in the radiator panel areas radially inward and outward

from the heat-pipe location.

Aluminum conductivity and density are 173 W/m-K and

2.70 g/cm 3. The Tt_ conductivity in the plane of the fin is

1700 W/m-K and through the fin is 25 W/m-K. The TPG

density is 2.26 g/cm 3. A composite conductivity was used in

the plane of the fin based on the volume fractions of TPG and

A1. The overall through-the-fin conductivity was assumed to

equal to that of the TPG, 25 W/m-K.
Plots of heat-pipe radiator mass and outer radius are shown

as functions of volume fraction of ITG in figure 6. For the same

radiator runs, the total AI and TPG thickness (includes AI/TPG

for fins on both sides of the honeycomb) and composite planar

thermal conductivity are shown as a function of the volume

fraction of TPG in figure 7. The temperature differences across

the inner and outer radiator sectors are shown in figure 8 for the
same runs.

It is seen in figure 6 that the minimum mass was found with

pure AI (i.e., volume fraction ofTPG = 0.0) and the minimum
outer radius with a TPG volume fraction of 0.65. A TPG vol-

ume fraction of 0.20 gave results close to the minimum mass

and radius; however, it was impractical to make the encapsu-
lated TPG with such a small thickness of TPG. Therefore, a

TPG volume fraction of 0.40 was chosen for use in the follow-

ing sensitivity study. The outer radius for this run was very

close to the minimum outer radius shown in figure 6; the

radiator mass was about 0.5 kg larger than that for pure AI.

32

30

29
lID

0 28

3==

u)

•---!1-- Outer radius 1
----4k-- Mass

27 , , , 0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Volume fraction of TPG

Figure 6.--Radiator mass and outer radius as functions
of volume fraction of TPG for AI/TPG radiators.
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Heat-pipe radiator sensitivity results.--As explained in the

previous section, the heat-pipe radiator reference parameters
with a volume fraction ofTPG = 0.4 were used as the reference

case for a sensitivity study. Sensitivities of heat-pipe radiator

mass, outer radius, and optimal radial heat-pipe location (herein-

after called the key radiator parameters) were determined for

the following parameters: view factor to space, heat rejection,

converter cold-end temperature, thermal conductivity, and

radiator coating. These results are shown in figures 9 to 14.

Figure 9 shows the sensitivities of the key radiator param-
eters to the radiator view factor and shows the relative benefits

of having unobstructed views on both sides of the radiator

(view factor = 2). It is estimated that the best average view

factor that can be hoped for with this Stirling power system

application is in the range from 1.2 to 1.5. The radiator mass

increases by about 1.5 kg (or about 45 percent) as the view
factor is reduced from 1.5 to 1.0; the outer radius increases by

about 25 percent for this same change in view factor.

• Mass, kg

[] Outer radius, cm

35 [] Heat-pipe location, cm 33.5
29.2 i__:_,:_

30 27.0

(_ 25 _:::i:_24.0

iilil
10

,,,%4.
0 ,

315 371 486

Heat rejection, Wt

Nominal BOM Rejection of full
heat rejection BOM heat input

Figure 10._nsitivity of heat-pipe radiator mass,
outer radius, and optimal heat-pipe location to heat
rejection (at beginning of mission (BOM) near Earth,
sink temperature, 205.8 K).

Figure 10 shows the sensitivities of the key parameters to

heat rejection. Waste heat rejection at BOM near Earth is

expected to be about 371 W r If the radiator were sized to be
able to reject the entire heat production of the GPHS heat

source at BOM, it would have to reject 486 W r For the

54-percent increase in heat rejection from 315 to 486 Wr the
mass increases by 43 percent and the outer radius increases

by 24 percent. The radiator temperature differences were not

significantly affected by the range of heat rejection evaluated.

The sensitivities of the key parameters to the converter cold-

end temperature are shown in figure 11. The radiator mass

increases a little faster than linearly with decreases in the

converter cold-end temperature. The mass increases by 1.3 kg

(51 percent) as the temperature decreases from 423 to 377 K;

NASA/TP--2000-209676 7
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Figure 12.---Sensitivity of heat-pipe radiator mass,
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and density (2.5 g/cm3).

the outer radius increases by 7.2 cm, or 29 percent for the same

decrease in the converter cold-end temperature. Again, radiator

temperature differences were not significantly affected.
The assumptions used to determine sensitivities to thermal

conductivity are as follows: total thickness and density were
fixed at the reference values for the case of a TPG volume

fraction of 0.40, 3.386 nun, and 2.52 g/cm 3, respectively. This

thickness is the sum of the thickness of the two fins on each side

of the heat-pipe/honeycomb sandwich. The reference compos-

ite thermal conductivity for the case of the TPG volume fraction
of 0.40 was 784 W/m-K. The thermal conductivity was

arbitrarily varied over a range from 30 to 1700 W/m-K

(1700 W/m-K is the thermal conductivity of pure TPG in the

plane of the fin). Sensitivities of the key radiator parameters to

thermal conductivity are shown in figure 12. Note that for the

given 3.386-mm thickness, the key parameters change very

little with thermal conductivity when the conductivity is greater
than 500 W/m-K. For lesser thickness, such curves would likely

flatten out at a higher value of thermal conductivity. For this

same set of runs, the temperature differences across the inner
and outer radiator sectors are shown in figure 13 as functions of

thermal conductivity. The inner sector temperature difference

is from the heat pipe to the inner radius; the outer sector
temperature difference is from the heat pipe to the outer radius.

For a conductivity greater than 500 W/m-K, the maximum

temperature difference was about 7 K or less.
The sensitivities of the key parameters to three radiator

coatings are shown in figure 14. The specifications of the

first two coatings are as shown, whereas the third is an assumed
ideal coating with an absorptivity of 0.0 and an emissivity of

1.0, which corresponds to a sink temperature of 3.0 K. The

results for this ideal coating allow us to judge the relative merits

of the two practical coatings, Z-93 and clear anodized A1, in

approaching the capabilities of an ideal coating. The Z-93 and
clear anodized AI radiators must be 8 percent and 31 percent

more massive, respectively, than an ideally coated radiator to

achieve the same heat rejection. Outer radii for these two

practical coatings must be 5 percent and 18 percent greater,

respectively, than those of an ideally coated radiator.
Carbon-carbon/TPG and beryllium/TPG fins.--Two

additional runs were made with carbon-carbon and beryllium

as the TPG encapsulants in place of aluminum. Carbon-carbon

and beryllium both have a higher thermal conductivity

than aluminum (350 and 220 W/m-K, respectively, versus
173 W/m-K) and lower densities (2.05 and 1.8 g/cm 3, respec-

tively, versus 2.7 g/cm3). Both additional runs were based on
0.40 volume fractions of TPG; therefore, the total fin thick-

ness was the same (3.386 mm) for the A1/TPG, C-C/TPG, and

Be/TPG runs. The key radiator parameters are compared for

these Tt_ composite runs in figure 15. Outer radii and opti-

mized heat-pipe locations for the three runs were identical.

8 NASA/TP--2000-209676
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Although a little surprising at first, a glance at the composite

thermal conductivity for the three cases (shown at the bottom

of the bar chart in figure 15) shows that they vary from 784 to

890 W/m-K. Figure 12 shows that for composite thermal

conductivities greater than about 500 W/m-K, the key radiator

parameters are very insensitive to further increases in the

thermal conductivity. Therefore, the lower masses of the

C-CFFPG and Be/TPG radiators (I1 and 15 percent lower,

respectively, compared with AI/TPG) are due to the lower
densities of the C-C and Be relative to A1. The radiator temp-
erature differences were less than 5 K for all cases.

Comparison of aluminum/TPG radiator designs for sys-

tems with two and four converters.--All the heat-pipe radiator

runs discussed in previous sections were based on two Stirling

converters with two 180 ° radiator sectors. For comparison, a

run was made based on four Stirling converters with four 90 °

radiator sectors. Both the two- and four-converter systems were

sized to produce the required 105 W e 6 years after BOM. These
results (for AI/TPG with 0.40 volume fraction of TPG) are

compared in the bar chart of figure 16, which shows that the

four-converter design is about 0.2 kg heavier because of the

larger number of saddle interfaces (shown in fig. 3) required

between the cold-end heat exchangers and the heat-pipe evapo-
rators. It should be noted that the radiator inner radius for the

four-converter system was 2.4 cm instead of the 5 cm for the

two-converter layout. Also, heat rejection was 376 W t for the
four-converter case to account for a slightly reduced efficiency

for the smaller converter. The rest of the heat-pipe radiator runs

discussed next are for two converters and two 180 ° circular

radiator sectors.
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Figure 17.DRadiator mass, outer radius, and optimal heat-pipe location and inner and outer temper-
ature differences for four radiator fin compositions (AI, C-C, and Be, 2.032 mm thick; C-C/TPG with
0.40-volume fraction TPG, 3.386 mm thick).

Pure aluminum, beryllium, and carbon-carbon fins.--

Earlier it was shown that a radiator using pure A1 fins (with an
approx, l-mm-thick fin on each side of the honeycomb, or a

2.032-mm A1 thickness total, not including the honeycomb)

was somewhat lighter than one with a 0.40-volume fraction

TPG, AI/TPG fins but had a slightly larger outer radius. Since

C-C and Be both have higher thermal conductivity and lower

density than AI, design calculations were made for pure C-C

and Be radiator fins (the honeycomb was still aluminum and the

heat pipe and saddle were still copper). Comparisons of the

design results for these radiators are shown in figure 17. Also

shown for comparison is the previous design for the
0.40-volume fraction TPG, C-C/TPG. The radiators with A1,

C-C, and Be fins all have a total fin thickness of 2.032 nun (total

of the fins on each side of the honeycomb) and the C-C/TPG

total fin thickness is 3.386 nun (both fins). Of the three pure

component radiators, the C-C radiator is seen to have the

smallest outer radius and heat-pipe radial location as a result of

its higher thermal conductivity. The pure Be radiator has the

least mass due to its smaller density. The significance of the

larger heat-pipe radial location is that the copper heat pipe is

somewhat heavier. Note that the masses of the radiators with

AI, C-C, and Be fins are all lighter than that with C-C/TPG fins;
however, they are all somewhat larger in diameter and have

greater temperature differences across the radiator.

Optimal versus fixed heat-pipe locations.--All the previous

heat-pipe radiator runs were based on optimized heat-pipe

locations to produce equal heat rejections in the radiator areas
inward and outward of the heat-pipe radial location. For each

of these runs, the heat-pipe location optimized at a greater

radial location than the Stirling cold-end heat exchanger, which
means that each heat pipe would need two bends to transition

from the Stirling cold-end location to the optimized radial heat-

pipe location. Another option is to fix the heat-pipe location

at the radial location of the Stifling cold-end heat exchanger

(14 cm from the radial center of the radiator fins for the

converters considered in this study). Figure 18 shows the key

radiator parameters for designs with optimized and fixed heat-

pipe locations for radiators with A1, C-C, and Be fins. Figure 19

shows the temperature differences across the inner and outer
radial sections for the same runs. For each of these radiator

materials, figure 18 shows that fixing the heat-pipe location at

10 NASA/TP_2000-2(D676
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14 cm results in a larger outer radius. Figure 19 shows that for

each of the fixed heat-pipe location designs, the maximum

temperature drop is substantially larger than that for the corre-

sponding optimized location design. It is also seen that the
material with the largest thermal conductivity (C-C at k =

350 W/m-K) had the least increase in outer radius and maxi-

mum temperature difference, as might be expected. For each of
the considered materials in figures 18 and 19, fixing the heat-

pipe location also resulted in increased radiator mass; hence,
for these cases, the increases in fin mass due to the larger outer

radii outweigh the effect of smaller heat-pipe masses due to the

smaller radii of the heat pipe.

Comparisons of optimized and fixed heat-pipe locations
were also made for radiators with 0.40-volume fraction TPG,

AlfFPG, and C-cfrPG fins. Comparisons of the key radiator

parameters for these cases are shown in figure 20 and compari-

sons of temperature difference across the inner and outer
sectors for the same runs are shown in figure 21. Figure 20

shows that fixing the heat-pipe location for these materials

produces only small increases in the outer radius because of the

large thermal conductivity of these composite materials (see
values at bottom of fig. 20) as compared with those of the pure

materials (A1, C-C, and Be). The relatively moderate increases

in the maximum temperature differences in going from opti-

mized to fixed heat-pipe location (fig. 21) are also due to the

relatively large thermal conductivity of the composite materi-

als. The masses actually decrease for the fixed heat-pipe

location designs (fig. 20) because the increases in fin mass due

to the slightly larger outer radii are outweighed by the decreases

in heat-pipe mass attributed to the smaller heat-pipe radii.

No-Heat-Pipe Radiator Results

A conceptual design study was also conducted for no-heat-

pipe radiators. For this concept, the inner radius of a single 360 °
circular radiator fin is in contact with the outer cylindrical

surface of the Stirling cold-end heat exchanger (surface radius

of 2.4 cm, fig. 5). Therefore, the plane of the fin is disk shaped
with a concentric circular cutout for the converter. This concept

has the advantage of eliminating the heat pipe and significantly

reducing the temperature drop from the converter cold-end

temperature to the radiator fin root temperature. For the heat-

pipe radiator study, this temperature drop was assumed to be

15 K. It is estimated that the temperature drop across the contact
surface between the converter cold end and the no-heat-pipe

radiator should be no larger than 1 or 2 K. The reference

temperature drop was assumed to be 2 K. A minimum average
fin thickness of about 2 to 3 nun was assumed, based on the

desire to maintain adequate stiffness for the radiator sizes

anticipated. A number of materials, several fin shapes, and a

range of thicknesses were studied. The mass quoted for each

concept is a total radiator mass including all radiators in the

system (two or four depending on the number of converters).
Sensitivities to radiator fin material, shape, and

thickness.--Sensitivities of the key parameters, radiator mass,
and outer radius were studied for various radiator fin materials,

shapes, and thicknesses. Reference assumptions and/or para-
meters used for all the runs in this section were a BOM heat

rejection of 371 Wt; radiator coating of Z--93 (o./e of 0.18, e of
0.92); an insolation angle of _+30°; and a minimum mission

distance from the Sun of 0.9 AU, implying a sink temperature
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Figure 20._Radiator mass, outer radius, and heat-pipe location for optimized and fixed heat-pipe
locations for same fin thickness for AI/TPG and C-C/TPG with 0.40 volume fraction of TPG.
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of 205.8 K; a converter cold-end temperature of 393 K minus

a 2 K drop, yielding a radiator fin root temperature of 391 K;

an inner fin radius of 2.4 cm; and a radiator view factor to space

of 1.5.

The key radiator parameter sensitivities to fin thickness for

fiat and tapered AI/TPG fins are shown in figure 22. The

relations of the volume fraction of TPG for these fins to fin

thickness and to composite thermal conductivity in the plane of

the fin are shown in figure 23 for volume fractions of TPG from

0.65 to 0.80. For the tapered surfaces considered, the maximum

thickness of the tapered fin is shown in the plots. The minimum

thickness for each of the tapered fins was 3 mm. The minimum-

mass tapered fin (5- to 3-mm taper) was 2.48 kg and had an

outer radius of 19.6 cm. The minimum-mass flat fin (at 2.9 mm

5.0

E 4.5
E
6 4.0

3.5
0

"F 3.0
i--

---e,-- Thickness

---B-- Thermal conductivity

5.5 1450 _,
E

1400/JB

1350 1

.>

1300 _

1250

2.5 1200 _
ID

2.0 , " 15o
0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85

Volume fraction of TPG

Figure 23.--Thickness and thermal conductivity of
AI/TPG fiat fin as functions of volume fraction
of TPG.

thick corresponding to 0.65 volume fraction of TPG) was

1.98 kg and had an outer radius of 20.3 cm.

Similar sensitivity plots for Be/TPG fins are shown in figures

24 and 25. The minimum-mass tapered fin (5- to 3-mm taper)

weighed 2.25 kg and had an outer radius of 19.6 cm. The

minimum-mass flat fin (2.9 nun thick and having a 0.65 vol-

ume fraction of TPG) was 1.75 kg and had an outer radius of

20.2 cm. Sensitivity plots for C-C/TPG are shown in figures 26

and 27 for the minimum-mass tapered fin (5- to 3-mm taper)

that was 2.3 kg and had an outer radius of 19.6 cm. The

minimum-mass flat fin (also 2.9 mm thick and having a

0.65 volume fraction of TPG) was 1.81 kg and had an outer

radius of 20.2 cm.
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The outer radii are about the same for all three TPG compos-

ites because the composite thermal conductivity does not differ

greatly for any of the composites (they are all dominated by the

high thermal conductivity of TPG). The minimum masses for

the three composites are also similar, ranging from 1.75 kg for

Be/TPG to 1.98 kg for Al/TPG.
A similar sensitivity study was done for pure Al fins, and the

results are shown in figure 28. Both tapered fins and fins with

a parabolic surface were considered (since both should be

practical for a pure metal). Flat fins were heavier than tapered
and parabolic fins and are not shown. Plots are shown as

functions of maximum thickness of the tapered and parabolic

fins; the minimum thickness for both types of fins was 1 mm.

The mass of the tapered fins minimized at a value of 4.64 kg at

a thickness of 6 to 7 ram. The 7- to 1-mm tapered case was

chosen as the best tapered configuration because it had the
smaller outer radius of 25.7 cm; the maximum fin temperature
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Figure 26._No-heat-pipe radiator mass and outer
radius as functions of C-C/TPG flat fin thickness

and C-C/TPG tapered fin maximum thickness

(taper is from max. thickness to 3 mm).
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Figure 27.--Thickness and thermal conductivity of
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difference was 63 K. The parabolic fins have a smaller mini-

mum mass of 4.01 kg, which occurred for a fin ranging in
thickness from 8 to 1 mm with an outer radius of 27.4 cm; the

maximum fin temperature difference was 76 K. The radius
could be reduced a few centimeters to 25.2 cm and the maxi-

mum fin temperature difference could be reduced to 62 K by

increasing the heat flow area for a small 0.12-kg mass penalty.

Similar results are shown for pure Be fins in figure 29. Again,

flat fins were heavier than tapered and parabolic fins and are not

shown. For the tapered fins, the minimum mass was 2.57 kg for

a taper ranging from 5 to 1 mm with an outer radius of 26.5 cm;

the maximum fin temperature difference was 68 K. For the

parabolic fins, the minimum mass was 2.20 kg for a thickness

varying from 6 to 1 mm with an outer radius of 27.6 cm; the

maximum fin temperature difference was 76 K. For the para-
bolic fin, the outer radius could be reduced to 23.4 cm and the

maximum fin temperature difference to 48 K for a mass penalty

of 0.26 kg.
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Results are shown for C-C fins in figure 30. One flat fin case
is shown for a thickness of about 2 mm. The radiator mass was

2.66 kg and the outer radius was 30.7 cm; the maximum fin

temperature difference was 86 K. The tapered fin cases varied

from the maximum thickness shown in figure 30 down to 2 mm;

a thickness less than 2 mm was assumed impractical for C-C for

this concept. The minimum mass was 2.29 kg for a taper from
3 to 2 mm and an outer radius of 25.6 cm; the maximum fin

temperature difference was 59 K. For the tapered fin, the outer
radius could be reduced to 22.5 cm and the maximum fin

temperature difference reduced to 37 K for a mass penalty of

0.17 kg.

Maximum fin temperature differences for the minimum-

mass case for each material are shown in figure 31 and are about

14 to 15 K for each. The maximum temperature differences
decrease with increasing TPG volume fraction. The results of

the above sensitivity to material, shape of fins, and thickness

are all summarized in figures 31 and 32 where the minimum-

mass cases for each of the different materials are compared. All
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Figure 30.---No-heat-pipe radiator mass and outer
radius as functions of C-C flat fin thickness and

tapered fin maximum thickness (taper is from
max. thickness to 2 mm).

TPG designs have a significantly smaller mass, outer radius,

and maximum temperature difference than designs with the
pure materials. The fiat, 2.9-mm-thick Be/TPG fin had the least

mass of 1.75 kg and equaled the smallest radius of 20.2 cm. The

C-C/TPG and AI/TPG fins were only slightly heavier than the

Be/TPG fins and had essentially the same outer radius and

maximum temperature difference. Of the designs with pure A1,

C-C, and Be fins, Be made possible the lightest radiator of the

three. However, the C-C design was only slightly heavier and

had a smaller outer radius than the Be radiator fin. The pure AI

fin was 75 percent heavier than the C-C fin.

In figure 31, note the large temperature differences across

the pure material fins. The large temperature differences as

compared with those for the TPG composites are related to the

much lower thermal conductivity of the pure materials (mate-

rial thermal conductivity is compared in fig. 32). The large pure

material temperature drops suggest that these designs will be

much more sensitive to any variabilities in the hardware fabri-

cation processes; therefore, fin section thickness (and mass)

may need to be increased to reduce temperature differences and

thus ensure achieving the desired design performance. This is

especially true for radiator coatings such as Z-93, which

may degrade if temperature differences across the radiator

exceed several tens of degrees kelvin.

Comparison of aluminum and beryllium radiator designs

for systems with two and four converters.--No-heat-pipe

radiator designs for two- and four-converter systems are com-

pared in figure 33. Heat rejected for the two cases was slightly
different because of small assumed differences in converter

efficiency (converters for the two-converter system are larger
and slightly more efficient). For the two-converter case, heat

rejection was 371 Wt and for the four-converter case, 376 W t.
However, it should be remembered that the heat load for each

radiator of a four-converter power system is approximately half

that for a two-converter system. As a result, the four-converter

system shows some mass and performance gains.

Figure 33 shows that for the parabolic (8- to l-mm) A1

design, changing from a two- to a four-converter system layout

NASA/TP_2000-209676 15
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reduces the radiator mass from 4.01 to 2.70 kg, the outer radius

from 27.4 to 15.2 cm, and the temperature difference across the

radiator fin from 76 to 29 K. For the Be parabolic (6- to 1-mm)

design, the same change reduces the radiator mass from 2.2 to

1.6 kg, the outer radius from 27.6 to 15.2 cm, and the tempera-

ture difference from 76 to 29 K. Note that this figure also shows

little difference in the outer radii and temperature

differences for the corresponding A1 and Be designs because

their thermal transport capabilities are similar.

As mentioned above, for the AI and Be disk radiator designs,

there appear to be major advantages in reduced radiator mass

and temperature difference due to the reduced radiator size for

the four-converter case. However, one major question related

to this radiator comparison deals with the view factor that was

left equal to 1.5 for both two- and four-converter cases. In

actuality, the radiators for the four-converter case might have

substantially smaller view factors than that for the two-con-

vener case. It would require a careful analysis of each system's

geometry and its effect on the view factors for each radiator to

accurately determine this temperature difference.

No.heat-pipe radiator sensitivity to view factor, /=eat

rejection, converter cold-end temperature, and thermal con-

ductivity.--The radiator design with a flat (0.65-volume frac-

tion TPG) AVITG 360 ° disk fin was used for this sensitivity

study. Sensitivities of the key radiator parameters, mass, outer

radius, and temperature difference, were determined to view

factor, heat rejection, converter cold-end temperature, and ther-

mal conductivity. These results are shown in figures 34 to 39.
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Figure 34 shows the sensitivities of the key radiator param-

eters to radiator view factor and the relative benefits of having

unobstructed views on both sides of the radiator (view factor

= 2). Again, it is estimated that the best average view factor that

can be expected for this Stifling power system application is in

the range from 1.2 to 1.5. The radiator mass increases by 1.1 kg

(or about 54 percent) as the view factor is reduced from 1.5 to

1.0, and the outer radius increases by 26 percent. Figure 35

shows the sensitivity of temperature difference across the

radiator and the sensitivity of sink temperature to view factor

for these same designs.

Figure 36 shows the sensitivities of the key parameters to

heat rejection. For the 54-percent increase in heat rejection

from 315 to 486 W r the mass increases by 62 percent, the outer

radius increases by 30 percent, and the temperature difference

increases by 80 percent. Sensitivities of the key parameters

to converter cold-end temperature are shown in figure 37.

The radiator mass increases by 0.9 kg (63 percent) as the

temperature decreases from 423 to 377 K. The outer radius

increases by 5.3 cm (31 percent) and the temperature differ-

ence increases by 2.5 K for the same change in converter cold-

end temperature.
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The sensitivities to thermal conductivity are shown in fig-

ures 38 and 39. The following assumptions were used to

determine these sensitivities: total thickness and density were
fixed at the reference values for the 0.65-volume fraction

AI/TPG case, 2.903 mm and 2.41 g/cm 3, respectively; the

reference composite thermal conductivity for the 0.65-volume

fraction AI/TPG was 1166 W/m-K; and the thermal conductiv-

ity was varied over a range from 200 to 10 000 W/m-K

(1700 W/m-K is the thermal conductivity of pure Tt_ in the

plane of the fen). The sensitivities of mass and outer radius are

shown in figure 38. Note that for the given 2.903-mm thickness,

these key parameters changed very little once the thermal

conductivity became greater than about 1000 W/m-K. For this

same set of runs, the sensitivity of the temperature difference

from the inner to the outer radius is shown in figure 39. For the

given 2.903-mm thickness, the thermal conductivity must be

above 1700 W/m-K to reduce the temperature difference to less

than 10 K. For the heat-pipe radiator runs (see fig. 13), the
thermal conductivity had to be greater than 500 W/m-K to

reduce the maximum temperature difference to less than 7 K for
the larger 3.386-mm thickness. However, it should be remem-

bered that for the no-heat-pipe radiator, the temperature drop is

from the fin root temperature at the inner radius to the outer

radius. For the heat-pipe radiator, the temperature drop is from

the f'm root temperature at the heat pipe (located between the

inner and outer radii) to the inner radius and the outer radius.
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Comparison of Heat-Pipe and No-Heat-Pipe Radiator
Results

The three cases of least-mass heat-pipe and no-heat-pipe

radiator designs are compared in table I. In the description

column, for example, C-C/TPG40 designates a heat-pipe radia-

tor design with fins that are a composite of carbon-carbon

(which is a composite itself) and a 0.40 volume fraction of TPG.

The fixed heat-pipe designs consist of a heat-pipe location

fixed at the same radial location as the Stirring cold-end heat

exchanger. The last design is the no heat pipe. Table I shows

the key parameters of mass, outer radius, and maximum temp-

erature difference. These results are referred to in the compari-
sons discussed next.

Before comparing the best heat-pipe and no-heat-pipe
designs, several other considerations relative to the various

materials under consideration should be mentioned. Although
Be has certain health hazards associated with its dust and must

be handled properly, solid machining of Be and using liquid

coolants to wash away the chips is accomplished regularly

today. Carbon-carbon is just beginning to be used for space

radiators and there may be questions relative to joining it and

coating it with a low-absorptivity/emissivity coating such as

Z--93. Joining issues and mismatches (of the coefficient of

thermal expansion) must be considered for all designs. Thermal

pyrolytic graphite with its various encapsulants is just being

developed. Aluminum/TPG is the most available current

combination. Some parts have also been made of C-C/TPG,

but due to the higher cost of beryllium, Be/TPG panels have

not yet been fabricated in quantity. However, a relatively

new aluminum-beryllium alloy referred to as "AIBeMet" has

thermal and physical properties very close to those of beryl-

lium. Hence, it may be an excellent encapsulant for TPG.

For the heat-pipe radiators with the heat pipe located at the

optimal position, the designs with pure material fins (A1, C-C,

and Be) appear to be a good choice. They are righter than the

designs with the TPG composite fins although they are slightly

larger and have greater temperature differences. Of these, the

C-C and Be designs are the lightest and smallest. However, the

heat-pipe radiator with A1 fins is only 0.5 to 0.6 kg heavier

and has an outer radius only 0.6 to 1.3 cm larger and thus may

be acceptable. The AI fin maximum temperature difference is
the largest at 33 K.

The heat-pipe radiator designs with the TPG fins illustrate

the effectiveness of the high TPG thermal conductivity in
reducing the maximum temperature difference. For these

designs, the maximum temperature difference is only 4 to 5 K.
Note that the TPG fins are almost twice as thick as those for the

non-TPG designs. The minimum thickness limitations on the

encapsulant (for strength) and the TPG (for fabrication pur-

poses) tend to make the TPG fins thicker. The heat-pipe radiator
fin thickness is the total thickness of the two fins located on

either side of the aluminum honeycomb-heat-pipe structure.

The requirement of using two relatively thick flat TPG fins for

the heat-pipe concept apparently eliminates any mass benefit of

using this high-conductivity composite.

The tradeoffs change for the heat-pipe radiators when the

requirement is that the heat pipe be located at the same radial

location as the Stirring cold-end heat exchanger. These com-

parisons are shown in the category "Fixed heat-pipe location"

in table I. The heat-pipe radiators with pure A1 and Be are

significantly larger in size and have much larger temperature
differences (and mass for AI). The heat-pipe radiators with

TPG fins appear to be the better choice with their small size

and temperature difference and reasonable mass. The pure
C-C fins may be an acceptable alternative to the TPG fins.

For the no-heat-pipe designs, the flat TPG fins (A1/TPG,

C-C/TPG, and Be/TPG) have definite advantages. They are all

fighter and significantly smaller and have much lower tempera-

ture differences than the pure-material fins, even though the

pure-material fin designs used tapered and parabolic surfaces to

reduce mass. The A1/TPG fin design was only slightly heavier

than those with the Be/TPG or C-C/TPG fins and may be the

preferred choice because of its more advanced state of develop-

ment. The C-C tapered fins and parabolic Be fins are only about

0.4 to 0.55 kg heavier than the TPG no-heat-pipe designs. Also,

their size, although significantly larger than the sizes of the

TPG designs, is still smaller than those for the heat-pipe

radiators. The temperature differences of 60 to 75 K are rather

large.

Both the temperature difference and size could be reduced by

increasing the thickness (and mass), as illustrated by the two Be

reduced-temperature-difference runs shown near the bottom of

table I (described as Be reduced DT#1 and #2). Increasing the

maximum thickness of the no-heat-pipe Be parabolic fin from

6 to 10 mm reduced the temperature difference from 75.6 to
47.5 K and the outer radius from 27.6 to 23.4 cm while the mass

increased from 2.20 to 2.46 kg. The no-heat-pipe reduced DT#2

run shows that further reductions in temperature difference
(to 34.3 K) and outer radius (to 22.0 cm) can be achieved at the

cost of further increases in mass (to 3.18 kg) if a tapered

(10- to 1-mm) Be fin is used instead of a parabolic ( 10- to l-mm)
Be fin.

It is clear from table I that the better no-heat-pipe radiator

designs are fighter and have outer radii that are two-thirds as

large as the better heat-pipe designs. However, the best designs

require the use of TPG fins and also the power system to be

mounted farther from the spacecraft because of the orientation
of the radiator. It should be remembered that a view factor of

1.5 was used for all the designs in table I. Since the no-heat-

pipe radiators will be facing each other across the GPHS heat
source, these designs may have a smaller view factor than the

heat-pipe radiator designs (although one side of the heat-pipe

radiator will probably be facing the spacecraft, which may

offset much of this difference). All designs will need to be

iteratively reevaluated to arrive at final power system and

spacecraft layouts on the basis of view factors determined by
ray-tracing techniques. Note that because of their size in the
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orthogonal plane, the no-heat-pipe radiators may also require a

cutout to allow the mechanical connection of the two opposed

converters necessary to minimize vibration. The reduced reli-

ability of the heat-pipe designs is also a consideration in

making a final decision between the two concepts.
Table II shows the breakdown of radiator mass into its

several components for both heat-pipe and no-heat-pipe designs.

The designs listed in table I are also given in table H with

the exception of the two reduced-temperature-difference Be

designs and three four-converter designs that were reported in

earlier sections of the results. The heat-pipe radiator mass

consists of fin. heat pipe (Cu), honeycomb (A1), and saddle (Cu)

masses. The four-converter, optimized-heat-pipe-location

AI/TPG40 design saddle mass is increased to roughly account

for more but smaller saddles. The no-heat-pipe radiator mass
consists of the fin and collar masses. The mass of each collar

was estimated to be 0.1 kg per converter for both the two- and

four-converter designs.

Summary of Results

The finite-difference code GPHRAD (General Purpose Heat

(Source Power System) Radiator) and the space sink temp-
erature calculation code TSCALC were developed at the

NASA Glenn Research Center for the purpose of analyzing and

designing circular sector radiators for Stirling radioisotope

space power systems for NASA deep space missions. These

codes were used to evaluate heat-pipe and no-heat-pipe radia-

tor conceptual designs using a variety of standard and advanced

materials. Designs with an optimal heat-pipe location were

compared with designs with the heat pipe at the same radial
location as the Stirling cold-end heat exchanger. A nominal

system power output of 105 W e was required 6 years after the
beginning of the mission (BOM). The nominal heat rejection

from the radiators used in the study was 371 W r The major
results of this study follow.

Heat-Pipe Radiator Designs

1. The heat-pipe radiator layout chosen was a square 2-cm
cross-section heat pipe embedded in an aluminum (AI)

honeycomb with high-thermal-conductivity, circular-sector-

panel fins attached on either side of the honeycomb. A heat

pipe embedded directly in a tapered thermal pyrolitic graphite

(TPG) fin may be appropriate for lower values of rejected
heat and for heat pipes of no more than about 6-ram thickness.

2. Aluminum (A1), beryllium (Be), and carbon-carbon (C-C)

were evaluated as encapsulant materials for the very high-

conductivity TPG (1700 W/m-K in two orthogonal directions

and 25 W/m-K in the third direction). For a 0.5-mm A1 encapsu-

lant thickness and a 0.40 volume fraction of TfK3, the compos-

ite thermal conductivity for the AI/TPG fin was 784 W/m-K.

A 0.5-mm C-C encapsulant with a 0.40 volume fraction of

TPG gave the highest composite thermal conductivity of
890 W/m-K. A 0.5-mm Be encapsulant with a 0.40 volume

fraction of TPG had the lowest composite density of 1.98 g/cm 3.

3. For the 0.40-volume fraction TPG and optimized heat-
pipe locations, AI/TPG, C-C/TPG, and Be/TPG fins all gave
the same radiator outer radius of 29.2 cm. The total radiator

mass was slightly lower with Be/TPG at 2.80 kg versus 2.93 kg
for C-C/TPG and 3.28 kg for AI/TPG. The maximum temp-

erature difference for all TPG designs was only 4 to 5 K.

4. Pure A1, Be, and C-C fins were also investigated and gave

good results for designs with optimized heat-pipe locations.

The least-mass designs for these fins have total radiator masses

that were lower than those for the TPG designs, varying from

2.17 kg for Be fins to 2.77 kg for A1 fins. This difference was
due to the assumed TPG fabrication constraints for these sizes

of radiators requiring a greater thickness for the TPG compared

with that required for the pure materials. However, using the

pure materials, the radiator size was somewhat greater, varying
from 30.I cm for C-C to 31.4 cm for AI, and the maximum

temperature differences were also larger, varying from 17 K
for C-C to 33 K for A1.

5. Fixing the heat-pipe location at the same radius as the

Stirling cold-end heat exchanger would eliminate two 90 °

bends in the fabrication of each heat pipe. With this constraint,
the C-C/TPG and A1/TPG fins resulted in much smaller radia-

tors: a 29.7-cm outer radius for C-C/TPG and a 29.8-cm outer

radius for A1/TPG compared with a 33.0-cm outer radius for
C-C fins, a 37.6-cm outer radius for Be fins, and a 43.9-cm outer

radius for A1 fins. The maximum temperature differences were

also much smaller: 7 to 8 K for the TPG cases compared with

35 K for C-C, 64 K for Be, and 92 K for AI. Designs with C-C

(2.32 kg) and Be (2.59 kg) were still the lightest compared with

2.83 kg for C-C/TPG and 3.20 kg for AI/TPG. However, A1 fins

now gave the heaviest design at 4.38 kg. Both size and tempera-

ture difference for the C-C and Be fins could be reduced by

increasing the fin thickness and mass.

6. Sensitivities to view factor, heat rejection, and converter

cold-end temperature were determined for a radiator design

with a 0.40 volume fraction of TPG, A1/TPG fins, and optimal

heat-pipe location. Each significantly influenced the radiator

size and mass. For this study, view factor was the least known
of these parameters. For a range of view factors from 1 to 2, the

total radiator mass varied from 4.75 to 2.57 kg and the outer
radius varied from 36.3 to 25.1 cm.

7. The Z--93 and clear anodized AI surface coatings were

compared for a radiator design with 0.40-volume fraction

TPG, AI/TPG f-ms. The Z-93 coating has an absorptivity/
emissivity ratio _ of 0.18 with an e of 0.92, whereas clear
anodized A1 has an de of 0.27 with an e of 0.76. The 7_,-93

gave a total radiator mass of 3.28 kg and an outer radius of
29.2 cm compared with 3.99 kg and 32.9 cm for clear anodized
AI.

8. For a fixed fin thickness (3.386 nun for both fins) and

density, the thermal conductivity was arbitrarily varied over a
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TABLE II.--BREAKDOWN OF RADIATOR MASS FOR LEAST-MASS HEAT-PIPE AND NO-HEAT-PIPE

DESIGNS FOR VARIOUS MATERIALS

[Coating, Z-93 (absorptivity/emissivi D, ratio _e, 0.18 where e = 0.92): view factor to space F, 1.5; distance from Sun,

0.9 AU; reference sink temperature, 205.8 K; convener cold-end temperature, 393 K; fm root temperature for

heat-pipe case, 393 - 15 K = 378 K, and for no-heat-pipe case, 393-2 K = 391 K: heat rejection for

two-converter case, 37/W't, and for four-converter case, 376 W,.]

Description

A1

C-C

Be

AI/TPG40

A1/TPG40 with four

converters

Be/TPG40

C-C/TPG40

A1

C-C

Be

AI/TPG40

C-c,rrPG40

AI/TPG65

C-C,rFPG65

Be/TPG65

A1

A1 with four converters

Be

Be with four converters

C-C

Mass, k_

Fin [ Heatpipe [ Honeycomb

Optimized heat-pipe locations

1.65

1.16

1.06

2.22

2.26

1.74

1.88

Saddle ] Collar I Total

0.54 0.19 0.39

0.51 0.18 0.39

0.53 0.19 0.39

0.50 0.17 0.39

0.48 0.16 0.59

0.50 0.17 0.39

0.49 0.17 0.39

Fixed heat-pipe location (14 cm)

3.28

1.39

1.59

2.31

1.94

0.33 0.38 0.39

0.33 0.21 0.39

0.33 0.28 0.39

0.33 0.17 0.39

0.33 0.17 0.39

No heat pipe

1.78

1.61

1.55

3.81

2.30

2.00

1.20

2.09

2.77

2.24

2.17

3.28

3.49

2.80

2.93

4.38

2.32

2.59

3.20

2.83

0.20 1.98

0.20 1.81

0.20 1.75

0.20 4.01

0.40 2.70

0.20 2.20

0.40 1.60

0.20 2.29

range of 30 to 1700 W/m-K. The radiator outer radius, mass,

and temperature difference did not significantly change for
thermal conductivities greater than 500 W/m-K.

9. Radiators for power systems with two and four Stirring

converters (each system sized to meet the required 105-W e
power output 6 years after beginning of mission (BOM)) were

compared for a radiator design with 0.40-volume fraction TPG,

AI/TPG fins. The results were essentially identical for outer

radius and temperature difference; the total radiator mass for

the four-converter system was slightly heavier, 3.49 versus
3.28 kg.

No-Heat-Pipe Radiator Designs

1. Radiator fins directly coupled to the converter cold end

have the advantages of eliminating the heat pipe and reducing

the temperature difference between the converter cold-end

temperature and the radiator fin root temperature. However,

they do require heat to flow only radially outward from the

converter cold end as opposed to the heat-pipe radiator designs

that have heat flowing in both directions from the heat pipe.

Thus, high thermal conductivity is more important for the

no-heat-pipe designs. Flat, tapered, and parabolic cross sec-

tions of various materials were investigated.
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2.Fortheno-heat-piperadiators,theTPGdesignsprovide
clearadvantagesascomparedwithradiatorsthatusefinsof the

pure materials. They are lighter and have significantly smaller

size and maximum temperature difference. The total radiator

mass varied from 1.75 kg for Be/TPG to 1.98 kg for A1/TPG.
The outer radius was about 20.2 cm for each, and the maximum

temperature differences were 14 to 15 K. The least-mass

designs all used 0.65-volume fraction TPG, which was the

lowest volume fraction evaluated (to maintain a minimal fin

thickness of about 3 mm). Thermal conductivity was as high as
1228 W/m-K for C-cfrPG.

3. Tapered C-C fins were the best of the pure materials,

having a total mass of 2.29 kg, an outer radius of 25.6 cm, and

a maximum temperature difference of 59 K. Parabolic Be and
AI fins both had outer radii of about 27.5 cm and maximum

temperature differences of 76 K. The total mass was 2.20 kg

with Be and 4.01 kg with A1. Both size and temperature
difference could be reduced by increasing the fin thickness and

mass.

4. Sensitivities to view factor, heat rejection, and converter

cold-end temperature were determined for a radiator design
with flat 0.65-volume fraction TPG, AlfrPG fins. Each signifi-

cantly influenced the radiator size and mass. Again, for this

study, view factor was the least known of these parameters. For
a range of view factors from 1 to 2, the total radiator mass varied

from 3.05 to 1.49 kg and the outer radius varied from 25.6 to
17.2 cm.

5. For a fixed fin thickness (2.903 ram) and density, the

thermal conductivity was arbitrarily varied over a range of 200

to 10 000 W/m-K. The outer radius, mass, and temperature

difference did not significantly change for thermal conductivi-

ties greater than 1000 W/m-K. To reduce the maximum temp-
erature difference below 10 K, the thermal conductivity must

be greater than 1700 W/m-K (for a fin thickness of 2.903 mm).

This compares to a thermal conductivity of only 500 W/m-K

needed for a heat-pipe radiator to reduce the maximum tem-

perature difference below 7 K (for a total fin thickness, both
fins, of 3.386 mm).

6. Radiators for power systems with two and four Stirring

converters (each system sized to meet the required 105-W e
power output 6 years after BOM) were compared for radiator

designs with AI and Be fins. With these lower conductivity

materials, the smaller amount of rejected heat per converter

with the four-converter system made a significant difference.
For both A1 and Be fins, the outer radius decreased from about

27.5 to 15.2 cm and the maximum temperature difference from
76 to 29 K. The total radiator mass was reduced from 4.01 to

2.70 kg for A1 and from 2.2 to 1.6 kg for Be. A view factor of

1.5 was used for all these designs; this result has to be care-

fully analyzed because the radiators for the four-converter

system may have a lower view factor than those for a two-

converter system.

Comparison of Heat-Pipe and No-Heat-Pipe Designs

1. The least-mass no-heat-pipe designs are the rightest of all

radiator concepts evaluated and had a minimum total radiator

mass of 1.75 kg for 0.65-volume fraction TPG, Be/TPG. This

design also had the smallest outer radius at 20.2 cm (in a plane

perpendicular to the converter axes of symmetry). No-heat-

pipe designs with C-C/TPG and AI/TPG fins were very similar

in mass, size, and maximum temperature difference to the

Be/TPG design. The rightest heat-pipe designs were with Be

fins (2.17 kg) and C-C fins (2.24 kg) with optimized heat-pipe

locations. The smallest outer radius for the heat-pipe designs

was 29.2 cm (in the same plane as the converter axes of

symmetry) for each of the designs with TPG fins and optimized

heat-pipe locations.

2. View factors must be carefully calculated for given

system and spacecraft layouts as they significantly affect

radiator size and mass. For this study, comparisons of different

materials and for heat-pipe versus no-heat-pipe designs were
made for a constant view factor of 1.5.

3. The no-heat-pipe radiators were mounted orthogonal to

the converter longitudinal axis whereas the heat-pipe radiators

were mounted parallel to this axis. As such, a system with the

no-heat-pipe radiators would require the power system to be

mounted farther from the spacecraft. The no-heat-pipe radia-

tors face each other and the radioisotope general purpose heat

source (GPHS) and may require a cutout to allow the mechani-

cal connection of the two opposed converters, if necessary,
for minimizing vibrations.

Concluding Remarks

A radiator design and performance code GPHRAD was

written to support Stirring radioisotope power systems for deep
space missions. The code uses cylindrical coordinates to model
the circular sector radiator surfaces; it solves the second-order,

fourth-degree, finite-difference equations that are characteris-

tic of radiating fins. A subprogram TSCALC is used to deter-

mine the background temperature of space. This sink temp-

erature is the equilibrium temperature that a radiating surface

would attain in the absence of internal heat generation. Accu-
rate determination of this value for various missions and Solar

System locations is a prerequisite for space radiator design.

Sink temperature is a function of several input variables,

notably the absorptivity/emissivity ratio of the radiator surface.

Low values of this ratio (e.g., 0.18 for the coating

Z-93) are important for minimizing the sink temperature. Low

values of the resulting temperature difference across the radia-

tor surface (a few tens of kelvin) are also important to prevent

radiator coating degradation.
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TheGPHRADcodewasusedtoscreenmanypreliminary
radiatordesigns.Twogeneralconceptswerestudied:(1)heat-
pipedesignsand(2)no-heat-pipediskdesignsmounteddi-
rectlyontheStiflingconvertercoldend.Foreachconcept,both
high-techandstate-of-the-artmaterialswereusedfor the
radiatorfins.Thehigh-techmaterialwasencapsulatedthermal
pyroliticgraphite(TPG),whichhasa1700-W/m-Kthermal
conductivityoverfourtimesthatofcopper.Inthisstudy,TPG
encapsulatedwithaluminum(AI), beryllium (Be) or carbon-
carbon (C-C) was used. State-of-the-art materials used for the

fins included A1 and Be. A C-C composite was also used and

is discussed below as a state-of-the-art material, even though

its use in space radiators is just beginning. The same is true for

a new aluminum-beryllium alloy identified as A1BeMet.

For the heat-pipe designs, the required radiator surface area

for a given heat load was primarily a function of heat-pipe

radial position and fin thermal conductivity. The deviation

from the optimum radial heat-pipe position (-70 percent of

radial span)to a heat-pipe position matched the converter cold

end (-40 percent of radial span) and resulted in radiator area

penalties. These were only about 4 percent for TPG composites

but were 20 percent for C-C, 50 percent for Be, and near

100 percent for AI. For a nominal 105-W e power system, these
heat-pipe designs had masses as low as 2.17 kg for optimal

heat-pipe locations in state-of-the-art fin materials and had

acceptable temperature differences (15 to 35 K). The TPG

heat-pipe designs were 0.5 to 0.75 kg heavier than the state-

of-the-art heat-pipe fin designs but had very low temperature
differences (< 5 K).

The no-heat-pipe designs were driven by operational and

design simplicity. These designs could eliminate any heat-pipe

reliability concerns such as dryout during launch or orbital

transfer phases or heat-pipe failure due to working fluid loss in

case of micrometeoroid puncture. The no-heat-pipe designs

included the lightest radiators that had TPG fins with masses as

low as 1.75 kg and temperature differences of about 15 K.
State-of-the-art C-C and Be designs had masses of only about

2.25 kg, but the temperature differences across the disks ranged

from 60 to 76 K. The Be design temperature drop could be

decreased from 75 K to a more acceptable 35 K with increased
thickness at the inside diameter for a mass increase of about

1 kg (to -3.2 kg). State-of-the-art AI designs would be almost

2 kg heavier than similar Be or C-C designs.
Several factors need further consideration before a choice of

design concept is made. The no-heat-pipe fins are mounted in

a plane that is orthogonal to the plane of the heat-pipe fins.

Therefore, a power system with a no-heat-pipe radiator may

need to be mounted farther from the spacecraft and could have
different sensitivities to vibrations from one that has a heat-

pipe radiator mounted in the plane of the fins. Also, since a

radiator fin view factor of 1.5 was used for both heat-pipe and

no-heat-pipe designs in the comparison study, a careful calcu-

lation of view factors for power system-spacecraft layouts

of each concept is needed. Finally, the use of lightweight

beryllium-aluminum alloys that combine desirable thermo-

physical properties of the two alloying elements should be
considered.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
John H. Glenn Research Center at Lewis Field

Cleveland, Ohio 44135, June 2000
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Appendix A

Radiator Design and Analysis Code

This section summarizes the highlights of the procedure

followed in developing the computational tool GPHRAD,

including the subroutine TSCALC for the calculation of space

sink temperatures. A brief description of code options, includ-

ing the option for minimum mass achieved by optimizing heat

source position, is also presented.

Radiator Code Development

As a point of departure, the first radiator geometry to be

analyzed was the OSC power system concept shown in fig-

ure 1.The radiator consists of four pie- shaped segments mounted

between adjacent Stirring converters. To match the circular

quadrant radiator configuration, a quasi-two-dimensional,

finite-difference code was written in cylindrical (polar r, 0, -)

coordinates. A prime objective was to enable a complete para-

metric evaluation of a radiator concept using newly developed

high-thermal-conductivity graphite material as reported by

Montesano (ref. 11) and compare the resulting performance

with other materials of lower conductivity. Pertinent param-

eters to be varied included panel thickness, thermal conduc-

tivity, heat rejection (i.e., converter cold end) temperature,

view factor, and absorptivity/emissivity ratio. Note that the

radial positioning of the heat pipe is also a critical variable.

The work on this code involved constructing a main program

that made repeated calls on a coordinate-transformed

(Cartesian-to-polar) radiating fin code (RADFIN) developed

by Juhasz (ref. 10). The coordinate transformation also had to

account for both radially outward and inward heat flows. Since

each of these calls involves an iteration cycle, attention was

paid to convergence criteria and relaxation algorithms to facili-

tate convergence for highly asymmetric geometries (i.e., where

the heat source is located very close to the inner radius and far

from the outer radius). To permit the inclusion of nonisotropic

thermal conductivity, heat flow in the direction orthogonal to

the radiator plane (:-direction) is also accounted for, as is the

variation of radiator disk thickness. The derivation of govern-

ing equations and relationships in Cartesian coordinates for the

second-order, fourth-degree ordinary differential equation

(ODE) to be solved by finite-difference techniques is given in
appendix B.

The computational tool GPHRAD for the design analysis

of heat rejection system radiators for deep space probes is

described in further detail by Juhasz, Tew, and Thieme (ref. 12).

Its capabilities and options have recently been enhanced, and
the code has been used for doing design tradeoff studies. This

tool is especially useful for heat rejection subsystem studies for

Stirring power systems with GPHS heat sources. The initial

analysis capability was for radiator configurations that con-

sisted of circular quadrants with heat pipes carrying the heat

from the Stirling converter cold side to the radiator surface.

With the recent enhancements, the code now has the capability

to analyze the performance of a disk-shaped circular arc (of

arbitrary included angle) and conical radiators assembled

directly to the Stirring cold end in a plane perpendicular to the

converter longitudinal axis. This approach eliminates the need

for a heat pipe. As indicated above, heat flow and temperature

distribution computations are performed in a polar coordinate
system. The code also takes into account the radiator thickness

in the orthogonal direction as a function of radial position. Thus,

it is possible to analyze constant thickness as well as tapered

and parabolic radiator designs to accomplish significant weight
savings.

Equivalent Sink Temperature Calculations

For the calculation of equivalent sink temperature anywhere

in the Solar System, a subroutine (TSCALC) takes into account

the Sun-to-spacecraft distance; the angle at which the radiator

surface intercepts the solar heat flux _ilum; emissivity e; absorp-

tivity ct; and view factor to space F. This sink temperature TS,
along with the radiator heat source temperature and

thermophysical properties and geometry (thickness and taper)

of the radiator material, are the inputs required by GPHRAD to

calculate the area needed (i.e., radial dimensions) for a required

heat rejection load. Radial temperature profiles, heat fluxes, and

fin efficiencies are also computed and printed out.

Option for Minimum Radiator Area and
Mass

An additional powerful option enables the code to perform an

optimization (based on the calculus of variation techniques) to

place the heat pipe in the radial position that will minimize the

required radiator surface area and mass, subject to user-speci-

fied constraints. Among these constraints between the outer

and inner radiator sectors are equal temperature drops, equal

areas, or equal heat rejection loads. The latter constraint pro-
duces the overall minimum radiator area and mass.

The user can bypass this option and position the heat source

arbitrarily, such as in a location convenient for assembly of the

overall power system. By running the code successively under

both options, the user can ascertain the radiator mass penalty

due to not positioning the heat pipe at the optimum location.
Results indicate that this penalty can be as high as 60 percent for

low-thermal-conductivity materials (such as A1 with a conduc-

tivity of 173 W/m-K). This penalty disappears for very high-
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conductivitymaterials,suchasTPGcompositeswithcompos-
itethermalconductivityintherangeof 1200to1300W/m-K.
Giventhatthehigh-thermal-conductivityencapsulatedTPG
materiallessensthepenaltyof nonoptimumheat-pipeplace-
ment,severalcodetestrunswereinitiallymadebytheauthor
(Juhasz)withtheheatsource(heatpipe)essentiallyattheinner
radiusof thediskgivingencouragingresults.Theseresults
suggestedthattheradiatorinnerradiusmaybemateddirectly
totheconvertercoldendwithoutaheatpipe,thusgreatly
simplifyingdesignandfabricationandreducingcost.More-
over,operationinservice,especiallyduringthehigh-Glaunch
andorbittransferphasesof themission,wouldbeimproved
alongwithreliabihtyandsurvivabilitytoforeignobjectdam-
ageduringmissionlife.

Examples of GPHRAD Output Results

Sample code output cases for low- and high-thermal-

conductivity radiator materials are shown in tables AI and All,

respectively. These cases were run prior to the runs made for

this report and their masses are not typical of the radiator

masses achieved in this study. Because of space limitations,

these tables show summary results only; however, the code

output also contains voluminous intermediate results that in-

clude core and surface radial temperature profiles for the outer
sector (from the radiator heat source outward) and the inner

sector (from the radiator heat source inward). Moreover, axial

heat flux listings (into and out of the individual control

volumes) and a listing of heat radiated at each node are also

included with numerical information regarding convergence

criteria and convergence processes.

To aid the reader in interpreting the information presented in

the tables, a few clarifying remarks are in order. The top line
lists the radial dimensions of the radiator sector. In line two, RI

refers to the inner radius, RM to the radius where the heat

source is positioned, and RO to the outer radius. All dimen-

sions are given in meters. The remaining information listed is

self- explanatory, except for the acronyms INNER and OUTER
DELTA R(MM) that refer to a control volume radial dimen-

sion determined by the number of node points (NP) specified

by the user. Note that the overall results refer to the four-

converter system configuration. The taper factor (ENDF) is the

end point multiplier of the original thickness at RI and is

equivalent to the tip-to-root thickness ratio. Thus, for a con-
stant thickness, ENDF -- 1, whereas ENDF = 0.1 would

indicate a taper such that the thickness at the outer radius is only

10 percent of the thickness at the inner radius.

The radial temperature profiles for these cases are plotted in

figure A1. Note that for the 50-W/m-K case, the maximum

temperature occurs at the 27.3-cm location (location of the

heat-pipe condenser), and the outer profile extends to the outer

radius position of 37.3 cm. For the high-conductivity case, the

outer radius is only about 34.5 cm, and the optimum heat-pipe
location is at 24.6 cm. These coordinates reflect the lower

radiator area required because of the higher effective radiator

temperatures (lower temperature changes) achieved at the

higher conductivity.

TABLE AI.-----GPHRAD CODE OUTPUT SUMMARY FOR LOW-THERMAL-CONDUCTIVITY

RADIATOR MATERIAL

[k = 50 W/m-k.]
90 OEGREE SECTOR RESULTS

RI(N) : 0.05 ; RM(M) : 0.2732409008 ; RO(N) : 0.373603;218

FIR ROOTIHP TENP(E) : 400.0; SIRX TENP(K) = 222.5
EFFECTVE RAD.TENP(X) : 383.9

TEERNAL CORDUCTIVIT¥ (W/NX) = 50.0; VZEW PACTOR (PV) = 1 .S0

QTOT (WATTS) = 150.00 SAIL-ARD RADIATIRG AREA (M2) = .1077 .1615

IRRER DELTA R(MM) = 2.232 ; OUTER DELTA R(NM) : 1.004 ; RODES (RP) - 100

OUTER SECTOR QR(VATTS) : 75.01
OUTER SECTOR DJ_TAT (X) : 16.2

OUTER SECTOR FIR EFFIC. : .87929

; IRREB SECTOR QR(WATTS) = 7;.99
; I_RER SECTOR DJLTAT (K) : 38.0

; IRRER SECTOR FIR EFFIC. = .7908

OVERAL5 RESULTS t - TOTAL RADIATOR MASS (XO) : 9.6g
RABIATOR SPECIFIC HASS(KG/M2) = 15.00

TOTAL HEAT RADIATED(WATTS) = 600.0; TOTAL RADIATOR SAIL AREA(M2) : .4305

RUMBER OF STIRLING USIT8 = _ ; TOTAL RADIATIRG AREA(M2) = .6460

MATERIAL DERSIT7 (GM/CC) = 2.10; RADIATOR TBICENESS(MM) = 10.00
TAPER FACTOR (ERDF) = 1.00

BT PIPE CONDENBER HEAT FLUX (W/CM2) = 1.11; FVEXP = 1.00
HT PIPE MASS (XG) = .64; SPEC.MASS- (G/CM-RPSPW) = 3.75

TOTAL EXECUTION TIME . 37._6 SEC
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TABLE AII.---GPHRAD CODE OUTPUT SUMMARY FOR HIGH-THERMAL-CONDUCTIVITY

RADIATOR MATERIAL

[k = 500 W/m-k.]

90 DEGREE SECTOR RESULTS

RI(N) = 0.05 ; RM(M) = 0.2470911376 ; RO(H) = 0.3..91;8_23

FIR ROOT/BP TENP(E) = .00.0; SINK TEHP(g) = 222.5

EFFECTVE RAD.TEMP(K) = 398.2

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (W/MK) = 500.0; VIEW FACTOR (FV) = I .50

QTOT (WATTS) = 150.00 SAIL-AND RADIATING AREA (M2) = .0915 .1372

INNER DELTA R(MM) = 1.971 ; OUTER DELTA R(MM) : .978 ; BODES (BP) = 100

OUTER SECTOR QR(VATTS) = 75.00 ; IBRER SECTOR QR(WATTS) : 75.01
OUTER SECTOR DELTAT (_) : I.$ ; I_NER SECTOR DELTAT (g) : _.I

OUTER SECTOR FIB EFFIC. = .98542 ; INNER SECTOR FIR EPFIC. = .97.8

OVERALL RESULTS : - TOTAL RADIATOR MASS (KG) = 8.27

RADIATOR SPECIFIC MASS(KG/M2) = 15.06

TOTAL HEAT RADIATED(WATTS) = 600.0; TOTAL RADIATOR SAIL AREA(M2) = .3559

NUMBER OF STIRLIBG UNITS = . ; TOTAL RADIATING AREA(M2) : .5_88

MATERIAL DESSIT_ (GM/CC) : 2.10; RADIATOR THICKRESS(HM) = 10.00

TAPER FACTOR (ERDF) = 1.00

HT PIPE CONDENSER HEAT FLUX (W/CM2) = 1.23; FVEXF = 1.00

RT FIFE MASS (KG) = .58; SFEC.MASS- (G/CM-RPSPW) = 3.75

TOTAL EXECUTION TIME = 10.5. SEC

v, 400

g
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,. 370

Heat-pipe radial locations -__

Thermal

conductivity,
W/m-K

--e--- 50
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n- 360
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Figure A1.--Typical GPHS-Stirling radiator temperature profiles for two thermal conductivities

of radiator material. Radiator heat rejection, 600 Wt; view factor, 1.5; sink temperature, 223 K;

emissivity, 0.85; radiator fin thickness, 0.01 m.
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Appendix B

Analysis of Heat Transfer From a Radiating Fan

In performing this analysis, consider the one-dimensional

conduction and radiation heat transfer processes (fig. B 1). The
accompanying table gives the nomenclature for the variables

that are essential to the derivation of the characteristic ordinary
differential equation governing the heat transfer.

T=rn

Figure Bl,mNomenclature for radiating fin heat transfer
analysis.

A,. .................................................................... cross-sectional area, m 2

A_ .................................................................................. surface area, m 2

F .......................................................................................... view factor

H ................................................................................... fin thickness, m

k ............................................................. thermal conductivity, W/m-K

L ........................................................................................ fin length, m

Q ................................................................................ heat rejection, W,

T ...................................................................... fin wall temperature, K

TR ............................................................................ root temperature, K

T_ ........................................................................... sink temperature, K
W. ....................................................................................... fin width, m

e ................................................................................ surface emissivity

c ............................... Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.67x10 -a W/m:K 4

Note that the longitudinal dimension in the direction of heat

flow (the fin root-to-tip dimension) is designated L, with the
variable dimension designated x, where 0 < x < L.

At any section x (0 < x < L),

where

Qx = kA dTl (BI)
dr

and

Also

A=A C =H×W

Qx+Ar = -kA dT2 (B2)
dx

(Qx)-(Qx+Ar)=GEFAs(T4-T_) (B3)

where

or

A S = WxAv

Dividing through by WAy and letting Aa approach zero,

equation (B4) can be rewritten as an ordinary differential

equation of the second order, fourth degree:

dx 2

With boundary conditions,

(B5)

T=T R at .r=O (B6)

-k. d±=o (T4_T4)
dx

at x = L (B7)

or considering the last control volume,

QCONDUCTED IN = QRADIATED OLrr (B8)

With TL unknown, the solution of equation (B5) under

boundary conditions (B6) and (B7) was accomplished by gen-

erating a finite-difference computer program with an arbitrary

number of control volumes. This program was then exercised in

an iterative mode to accomplish boundary condition (B7)
within a specified tolerance (0.01 W) at the last control volume.

Aside from the fact that a closed-form analytical solution
does not exist, a significant advantage of the numerical solution

technique is that the fin cross-sectional area can be specified to

vary according to a prescribed polynomial relationship. This

capability is illustrated by the fin temperature profile results in

figure B2 for a constant cross-sectional rectangular fin geom-
etry profile and in figure B3 for a variable cross-sectional

parabolic fin geometry. Numerical values for key input vari-

ables are shown in the (b) legends for these figures and have

units consistent with those defined for figure B 1. As expected,
because of incremental heat radiation from the fin surface, the

temperature gradient decreases with fin length for a rectangular

fin geometry but is constant for the parabolic fin, resulting in a

linear temperature profile. This is consistent for convectively
cooled fins for which closed-form solutions do exist. Future

work in this area will focus on combined radiation and
convection.
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Figure B2.---Rectangular fin radiation heat transfer.
(a) Fin geometry profile. (b) Fin temperature profile
for thermal conductivity of 200, surface emissivity of
0.85, view factor of 1.0, sink temperature of 230 K.
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Figure B3.--Parabolic fin radiation heat transfer. (a) Fin

geometry profile. (b) Fin temperature profile for thermal
conductivity of 200, surface emissivity of 0.85, view
factor of 1.0, sink temperature of 230 K.
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